
Sue B. Zimmerman - How To Create Engagement
And Drive Traffic From Instagram

Action Guide

Don’t Buy Followers From Brazil

● Sue B. has been working with Instagram for over 8 years. She started out by basing her
work on her case study with a retail store she had on Cape Cod. The demographic being
“anyone who wants to make money online,” while it’s getting older and older.

● We botched our own Instagram channel years ago and are now trying to undo those
errors. We do not advise hiring someone else to grow your channel, because they will
never be as good as the people who organically follow you in the first place, and often
they secretly buy followers which can put your account in a bad spot.

● A lot of people get desperate thinking that to win on Instagram you need to have a lot of
followers, but to win you need to have the right followers who actually care about what
you do. If you do hire, make sure you know the strategy that you can pass off to your
team.

Best Way To Get Followers

● You have to think about strategy. What is the goal of your business and what will you
serve up that your audience will appreciate and come back for? The riches are in the
niches. Create content that serves your audience well. A lot of podcasters struggle with
this. One of Sue B.’s clients, Katie Brinkley, does a great job of using the features on
Instagram, such as IGTV, IG live, reels, and carousel posts. No one cares that you are
interviewing a guest, they care about you. So putting a picture of you and the guest is
not relevant. What’s relevant are the sound bites that will help them, so you are better off
creating a carousel post showing what’s in it for them if they listen to your episode.
Include sound bites in the carousel and maybe include a quote from the guest that will
entice them to listen to the whole episode, subscribe to the podcast and give it a review.

● We usually use images of the guest, to tag that guest. Sue B. does not share in her story
like that, as they have a content plan for the week sharing their agenda, not the guest’s.
However, occasionally they will round up several interviews and create a story for people
to listen to, but overall she wants to lead people to her YouTube channel and grow her
audience. Their strategies are set as a team, and while they have a little wiggle room,
they stick to their own content agenda because that’s what she knows their audience
wants.

● Instagram is about engaging with folks, using hashtags, and starting conversations. Sue
B. always suggests understanding where the conversations are where your audience is
hanging out. You can do market research to find the ones making it to the top of
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hashtags that align with your audience. There is a conversation hub for every hashtag
and if the conversation does not align with your business, values, audience or interest,
you shouldn’t be using it. When you see the ones that made it to the top that align with
your brand, you can see what other hashtags that post at the top are using.

Best Practices To Use Hashtags

● There is a maximum of hashtags you can use and throwing up 30 random ones is not
the best strategy. Once you’ve established the right ones, use them for a month. You
might want to have different hashtag sets depending on the content you are using. If you
have an iPhone, you can use a feature by going to Settings -> General -> Keyboard ->
Text Expander, and you can create groupings of hashtags which auto-populate when
you put them on Instagram.

● It does require tedious work, and they are currently working with a tool called Flick that
will help take away some of the hashtag headaches. There’s another tool called
Planable which is user-friendly when it comes to social sharing. You can plan, schedule,
and curate your content.

$1.80 Strategy

● One of the best strategies is to do outward engagement and not wait for it to come to
you. You can look at these relevant hashtags and have conversations with content that’s
being curated in the tags where you think your audience is hanging out. You find 10 of
the best hashtags, look at the ones trending at the top, and comment on them in an
organic way. Users will have conversations, come to your account and if they like what
you've done they will often engage with and follow you.

● You can save these engagement comments and use them again. Sue has a video on
her YouTube channel which explains how to accomplish this.

Business IG accounts

● You definitely want to have a business profile as you can’t run ads without it. It’s so hard
to keep up and optimize each post, so that’s why Sue B. only uses her business account
currently. She also has an ads budget and ads team which is part of their engine.

● Having 10,000 followers isn’t the end-all, and you can strategically use things like IG TV
where you can have live links that will take people where you want to go. When you tap
into Sue B.’s IG TV channel, you’ll be able to see in the description all those live links
(when you pull down on the white arrow).

● Sue B. releases a new YouTube video every Monday and they do a trailer in the feed
which links to the video because the link in the bio that’s there on Monday and Tuesday
for the YouTube video gets changed on Wednesday for her free training. So she wants
to make sure the link lives on with that trailer so people can still visit that link.
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● These trailers get turned into an IGTV, which is a little over a minute, with a link to that
YouTube video. It is important to make the video a little over a minute long because if it
wasn’t it wouldn’t generate the IGTV version.

● The trailer is put out on Monday morning and at 3 p.m EST, she goes live on Instagram.
Often she will have guests and all their followers get a notification. On that IG Live, they
save it to her feed and also quickly bring it to the IGTV channel. Once you put an IGTV
or a reel on your feed, and you want it moved into the channel you can do that by
tapping on the 3 dots on the top right side and moving it.

Taking The IG Tour

● When you open up Instagram, there are guides and reels which is a channel. Sue B.
uses branded covers on each reel so it aligns with her business. When you see a solid
cover, you know that those are the trailers to the YouTube videos, and anything that is
not a solid cover, it's a Sue B live. Anything with a graphic cover is for IGTV which she
and her team has created for content. It all looks very cohesive and on-brand, which is
the point.

● Your IGTV and your reel have their own unique URLs so you can check it out and watch
it when you want. Every piece of content has its own unique URL, so when you create
your stories and you save them as highlights, make sure you save them as a resource
so people can check them out. One of her favorites is her Sue B. Says highlight, where
you can learn more about Instagram.

Story vs. Reels

● You can have a reel shared on your story or have it go on your channel. Stories
disappear in 24 hours unless you save them in your highlights. Reels are favored now in
the algorithm although you may get a lot of views from those not in your audience. You
are much better off doing an IGTV because you can put a link in it and you can’t put a
link in a reel.

● Sue B. is looking at other options but does occasionally use Linktree when they want to
use multiple links. Sending followers to a direct link does make it easier for people to
take the action you want them to take.

● Sue has a tool called Mobile Monkey which is a game changer, and in addition, her team
just built out her bot. If people say they saw her on Clubhouse they have a certain
message that takes them to a certain funnel. If someone says ‘interview,’ it creates
another message. Before that, there are ways you can flag your DM’s with the flag
feature and sort between primary and general, and then create up to 20 saved replies.

Guides

● Guides can be created by anyone by curating content from your or anyone’s feed. You
can take people to your guide and it’s a resource just like the highlights, but it can have
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up to 20 posts and you can add to it anytime. If you are collaborating with others you can
make it shareable and taggable too.

Starting Out

● Think of what makes you special, what do people constantly say about you and your
energy, and what makes people follow you. Think of what your point of difference is and
remember that you are not meant to be doing business with everyone. If you know who
your ideal customer is, then you’ll have a growing business.

● With Clubhouse, Sue B. has a daily show between 8-9 a.m. EST where she does
Instagram audits and gives tips and strategies in her Real Deal Club. Her warm leads
are through the roof and she’s getting more subs on YouTube, more people to download
the guide, the email list is growing, more followers on Instagram and ClubHouse. She
talks about a lot of different things as she’s had 18 different businesses, has done it all in
the consumer market space, has learned internet marketing, and now has a team of
twenty.

Resources

● Sue B. Zimmerman on YouTube
● Katie Brinkley on Instagram
● Flick
● Planable
● $1.80 Strategy
● Instagram Guides
● Mobile Monkey
● Sue B. Says highlight
● Linktree
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